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  [image: In a move that renewed hope in India’s civil aviation circles, and sent waves of optimism in business circles, the Tata Group acquired beleaguered national carrier Air India for $2.4 billion last week. The transaction will be completed by December 2021.]

Transportation
Tata Group’s take over of Air India puts the competition on alert

7 min read





[image: Crowds at a wholesale vegetable market in Kolkata. According to the RBI, the real GDP growth for the first quarter of FY 2022-23 is projected at 17.2 per cent.]

Economy
RBI says growth impulses strengthening, inflation trajectory favourable

4 min read





[image: Union Minister for Road Transport and Highways Nitin Gadkari is focusing on making India the leader in the production and usage of green hydrogen.]

Mobility
Gadkari focuses on alternate fuels, EVs in clean transport push

4 min read







[image: India’s Union commerce minister Piyush Goyal and Sheikh Hamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan discussed mutually beneficial ways to further consolidate the existing bilateral ties between the two countries across multiple platforms. ]

GCC
India, UAE march towards Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement

7 min read





[image: Construction work in progress of the Central Vista Redevelopment project, at Rajpath. The cost of the Central Vista Redevelopment project, which also includes a Common Central Secretariat and the Special Protection Group (SPG) building, has been estimated to be around $1.8 billion.]

In Focus
India’s new Parliament on track to host 2022 Winter Session

6 min read





[image: The pathbreaking decision announced by the Union Cabinet to facilitate FDI in telecom erased the previous caveat which allowed 100% FDI, but only 49% of which was in the automatic route beyond which anything had to go through the government route. ]

Telecom
Indian telecom receives a booster dose of hope from the GoI

5 min read
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Start-up Conversations

[image: Intellectual property is no funny business]

Video Interview
Intellectual property is no funny business






[image: 'We are focused on pan UK when it comes to supporting start-ups']

Video Interview
'We are focused on pan UK when it comes to supporting start-ups'






[image: Our value creation, prima facie, is creating sustainable jobs]

Video Interview
Our value creation, prima facie, is creating sustainable jobs








[image: 'The UK today is our largest market, bigger than even India']

Video Interview
'The UK today is our largest market, bigger than even India'






[image: “Like any startup, early business traction is a challenge. As you evolve challenges evolve…”]

Video Interview
“Like any startup, early business traction is a challenge. As you evolve challenges evolve…”






[image: One of the things we learnt from Covid is the need for transparency and trust]

Video Interview
One of the things we learnt from Covid is the need for transparency and trust
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Start-up Conversations Audio
'We are focused on pan UK when it comes to supporting start-ups'
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Start-up Conversations Audio
Our value creation, prima facie, is creating sustainable jobs
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Start-up Conversations Audio
'The UK today is our largest market, bigger than even India'
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Start-up Conversations Audio
“Like any startup, early business traction is a challenge. As you evolve challenges evolve…”
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Start-up Conversations Audio
One of the things we learnt from Covid is the need for transparency and trust





[image: Amended Indian patent laws will enable more innovation]

Start-up Conversations Audio
Amended Indian patent laws will enable more innovation





[image: Fintech is fast becoming a necessity in India]

Start-up Conversations Audio
Fintech is fast becoming a necessity in India
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Interviews

[image: “We are empowering other distributors through technology”]

Video Interview
“We are empowering other distributors through technology”

1 min read





[image: The Indian economy is not yet digital, it is ‘figital’]

Video Interview
The Indian economy is not yet digital, it is ‘figital’

1 min read





[image: 'The UK is a strategic market for us']

Video Interview
'The UK is a strategic market for us'

1 min read





[image: We expect more investments to flow into India's Start-up ecosystem in the coming months]

Video Interview
We expect more investments to flow into India's Start-up ecosystem in the coming months

1 min read
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Podcast

[image: Modern culture demands more flexibility]

Podcast
Modern culture demands more flexibility

1 min read





[image: Transformation starts by changing your mindset]

Podcast
Transformation starts by changing your mindset

1 min read





[image: “The only thing that can stop India is India itself"]

Podcast
“The only thing that can stop India is India itself"

1 min read





[image: India and Israel don't compete with each other, they complete each other]

Podcast
India and Israel don't compete with each other, they complete each other

1 min read
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